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Abstract
In many theories of electoral accountability, voters learn about an incumbent’s quality
through the observation of public goods outcomes. Politicians globally rely on bureaucracies
to co-produce public goods but politicians in different contexts work with bureaucracies of
markedly different qualities. In this paper, I argue that accountability relations between voters
and politicians yield different empirical implications at different levels of bureaucratic quality.
I present a simple model of electoral accountability with a voter, a politician, and a bureaucrat.
From this model, I derive empirical tests to distinguish the implications of the full model from
two nested cases capturing existing explanations for limited electoral accountability. I then
introduce and validate an original measure of bureaucratic quality in Brazilian municipalities
and use it to extend four studies on corruption and accountability. I find patterns of politician
budget allocations, voter updating, and voting behavior vary in bureaucratic quality, consistent
with the predictions of the full model. I conclude with implications for the comparative study
of electoral accountability, drawing upon 16 recent studies on voter information and accountability.
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Electoral accountability is a normative goal of democracy (Przeworski, Stokes, and Manin,
1999). Yet, empirical assessments of the health or existence of these relationships between voters
and politicians present grounds for pessimism. In developing democracies, widespread malfeasance by politicians, underprovision of public goods and services, and low levels of citizen political knowledge motivate questions about whether and when voters can hold these apparently
poorly-performing politicians to account. Furthermore, efforts to inform citizens in settings where
accountability is thought to be limited provide little systematic evidence that citizens respond by
sanctioning underperforming or rewarding high-performing politicians (Dunning et al., 2019).
In this paper, I present an alternative explanation for these empirical patterns that focuses, instead, on bureaucratic quality as a constraint on politicians’ incentives to provide public goods,
even when voters are sufficiently informed and rational. The theory suggests that empirical manifestations of accountability across democracies vary in bureaucratic quality. Specifically, I identify
conditions under which the presence and absence of electoral accountability are observationally
equivalent with respect to corruption by politicians, underprovision of public goods, and voter beliefs and behavior. These findings provide implications for how we interpret empirical evidence
and design comparative research on accountability.
To see the distinction between my argument and existing alternatives, consider standard accounts of accountability failures. In these models, when citizens lack access to some informational
signal about a politician’s type, they are unable to update on the politician’s quality (i.e., Ferraz
and Finan, 2008; Humphreys and Weinstein, 2012; Dunning et al., 2019). Alternatively, citizens
may receive information but fail to rationally update their beliefs (Achen and Bartels, 2016; Healy,
Malhotra, and Mo, 2010).1 In either case, failure to access or update on performance-relevant
information breaks the link between a politician’s actions and her subsequent electoral fortunes,
so the politician maximizes her own utility, regardless of whether their actions are congruent with
voters’ preferences.
In contrast, I argue that low bureaucratic quality generates the same empirical patterns even
1

But see Fowler and Montagnes (2015); Fowler and Hall (2018); Ashworth, Bueno de Mesquita, and Fridenberg
(2018).
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with informed, rational voters. Across democracies, politicians rely on bureaucrats to co-produce
public goods. Yet, politicians in different settings work with bureaucrats of varying quality. I define
quality as a function of human capital levels of bureaucrats and potentially their allocation across a
politician’s jurisdiction. Variation in bureaucratic quality influences the efficiency of public goods
investments, altering politicians’ incentives to appropriate funds to public goods. Citizens learn
about the politician’s type on the basis of observed public goods outputs, but what voters can learn
by observing public goods varies as a function of equilibrium politician allocation behavior.
To understand the implications of these two accounts, I develop a simple two-period model of
electoral accountability with a bureaucrat. As in standard models of accountability, voters evaluate
politicians on the basis of the quality of observed policy outcomes, here levels of public goods provision (Ashworth, 2012). This model departs from standard practice by considering co-production
of public goods by politicians and unelected bureaucrats. The politician allocates funds between
public goods and private rents (corruption). In turn, bureaucrats produce public goods with the
allocated funds. Bureaucratic quality influences the efficiency with which these public goods are
produced. Politicians differ in their competence at “getting things done,” which translates into
better monitoring of bureaucrats. Voters prefer competent types and update their belief about a
politician’s type on the basis of public goods outputs. The voter then decides whether or not to
retain the incumbent for a second period or to elect a challenger. I examine the manifestations of
variation in accountability by allowing the probability that the voter observes the signal (public
goods output) to vary.
I characterize the perfect Bayesian equilibria of the model. At low levels of bureaucratic quality, public goods provision is inefficient for both types of politicians, and a pooling equilibrium
emerges in which neither type of politician invests in public goods. As a result, voter observation
of outputs is uninformative, and even a voter that observes the signal cannot differentially retain
competent types. At moderate levels of bureaucratic capacity, public goods provision is efficient
for competent types but inefficient for incompetent types. In this case, voters’ observation of public
goods allows for updating on politician type which yields higher retention of competent types and
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can induce incompetent type to make costly investments in public goods in their first term. Finally,
at high levels of bureaucratic quality, a pooling equilibrium emerges in which both types make
efficient investments in public goods. Again, in this equilibrium, voter observation of public goods
outputs allows for updating which facilitates more frequent retention of competent politicians.
I illustrate the plausibility of the model by revisiting empirical evidence on the accountability of mayors in Brazil. Specifically, I develop and validate a measure of bureaucratic quality
across Brazilian municipal bureaucracies. I use this measure to extend seminal studies of corruption by politicians (Ferraz and Finan, 2011; Avis, Ferraz, and Finan, 2018); voter updating on
politician performance (Weitz-Shapiro and Winters, 2016; Winters and Weitz-Shapiro, 2016); and
the emergence of incumbency disadvantage for local mayors (Klas̆nja and Titunik, 2017). I find
that a separating equilibrium where competent invest in public goods and incompetent politicians
invest in rents emerges only in municipalities with comparatively low measures of bureaucratic
quality (relative to the sample of Brazilian municipalities). In municipalities with higher quality
bureaucracies, a pooling equilibrium emerges in which all politicians invest in public goods (in
both periods). The evidence presented allows for rejection of cases of the model characteristic of
existing empirical literature in which (i) voters are (completely) uninformed or unable to update; or
(ii) bureaucratic co-production of public goods is not a feature of citizen-politician accountability
relations.
This paper contributes to theoretical and empirical literatures. First, the model considers a
strategic relationship between a citizen, a politician, and a bureaucrat. It connects to accountability models focused on a voter and politician(s) (Fearon, 1999; Ashworth, Bueno de Mesquita,
and Fridenberg, 2017) and to models of moral hazard in bureaucracies. Joining Yazaki (2018);
Li, Sasso, and Turner (2019), the model posits distinct roles for politicians and bureaucrats in the
production of public goods as central to our understanding of accountability. This represents a
departure from spatial models of delegation such as Fox and Jordan (2011) and analyses of optimal institutional design (e.g., Maskin and Tirole, 2004; Alesina and Tabellini, 2007) in which
bureaucrats and politicians (ultimately) use the same instrument to affect policy. These depar-
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tures from standard accountability models allow for novel results characterizing why patterns of
accountability manifest differently in some democracies than others.
The results engage large empirical literature on information and accountability in developing
democracies (Dunning et al., 2019; Chong et al., 2015; Banerjee et al., 2011; Bhandari, Larreguy,
and Marshall, 2019; Cruz, Keefer, and Labonne, 2018). The findings of these studies are mixed
with respect to the (average) effects or non-effects of information on voter beliefs and election
outcomes (Enríquez et al., 2019). This study may rationalize mixed results in this literature and
provides guidance for research design. Joining an important recent contribution by Raffler and
Martin (2019), I argue the co-production of public goods by bureaucrats and politicians conditions
voters learning about politicians and their behavior. In contrast to this work, however, I find that
the argument that bureaucratic co-production of public goods hinders voter learning is not general
across the parameter space. When bureaucratic quality is (relatively) high, reliance on bureaucrats to produce public goods can actually improve voter information and thus political selection.
Empirically, I provide evidence that this equilibrium presents in substantial number of Brazilian
municipalities.
In sum, I suggest that the siloing of recent work on accountability – by method, context, and
critique – obscures important contributions of these works to a more general understanding of
democratic accountability.

1

Theory

Consider three actors: an incumbent politician, P , a bureaucrat, B, and a voter V . I study the
production of public goods over two periods (terms). In each period, the politician and bureaucrat
jointly produce public goods that are observed (or unobserved) by the voter. After the first term,
there is an election in which the politician contests office against a challenger.
Politicians are of an incompetent or competent type, θ ∈ {θ, θ}, respectively. The politician’s
type is private information to the politician and the bureaucrat. The voter holds a prior belief that
the politician is a competent type with probability P r(θ = θ̄) = π ∈ (0, 1). I conceive of com-
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petence as ability to manage the bureaucracy or “get things done” via oversight.2 Specifically, a
competent politician monitors the bureaucrat at intensity θ while an incompetent politician monitors the bureaucrat at intensity θ, where 0 < θ < θ < 1.
Public goods are produced as a function of the funding allocated by the politician in period t and
the quality and effort of the bureaucracy. Specifically, politicians allocate a budget, normalized to
1 in each period, between public goods (at ) and private rents (1 − at ). I assume a binary allocation
decision, i.e. at ∈ [0, 1]. I treat the quality of the bureaucracy, q > 1 as exogenous. While
bureaucratic quality may be an outcome of policies pursued by a politician, the model simply
assumes that quality is slow-moving and requires sustained investment to realize changes (Rauch,
1995; Huber and Ting, 2020).3
I assume that bureaucrat the bureaucrat exerts effort, e in response to some intensity of oversight, given by θ ∈ {θ, θ}. As such, the utility of the bureaucrat, in period t, net of a wage satisfying
his participation constraint, can be written:

uB
t (e) = −θ(1 − et ) −

e2t
2

(1)

Note that θ is given by the politician’s type. The bureaucrat is myopic. Because the bureaucrat
does not internalize public goods outcomes, their utility is independent of their quality. This characterization of a bureaucrat is purposefully simplistic as the focus of this paper is to draw out
implications on the voter-politician accountability relations.
Given the allocation of funds by the politician and the effort exerted by a bureaucrat, the public
good, gt (at , et ) is produced according to the production function in Equation 2. The production
2
There may be statutory regulations that constrain or empower the politician to take action. I abstract from these
considerations at the moment, but they could be modeled as the product of θ and some variable capturing the statutory
environment.
3
There is less systematic empirical evidence on reforms designed to improve bureaucratic quality. Notably, however, interventions studied in existing literature that intend to improve bureaucratic quality via hiring (selection) are
are initiated by higher levels of government from outside the localities they serve, not by local politicians who may be
judged on the quality of their services (Dal Bó, Finan, and Rossi, 2013; Ashraf et al., 2020).
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function assumes that allocation to public goods and bureaucratic quality are complements.

gt (at , et ) =




a q

with probability et



0

with probability 1 − et

t

(2)

Equation 2 indicates that if the politician invests in public goods (at = 1), then the expected quantity of public goods outputs is increasing in bureaucratic quality (q) and effort (et ). In contrast,
if the politician starves public goods funding (at = 0), they are not produced. Equation 2 further clarifies the relationship between bureaucratic quality, q, and broader notions of bureaucratic
capacity. Bureaucratic capacity consists of both the skill of bureaucrats (Geddes, 1994), their allocation of bureaucrats across a jurisdiction (Acemoglu, García-Jimeno, and Robinson, 2015), and
the effort exerted by bureaucrats. I capture the first two features in quality (q) and the third in bureaucratic effort (et ). Thus, in the present framework both bureaucratic quality and effort increase
the efficiency with which a politician’s funding allocation is converted to a public goods output.
The politician trades off private rents for public goods when allocating the budget. Both types
of politicians value the provision of public goods. However, variation in the two types’ efficacy in
inducing bureaucrats to work is captured in the realization of gt .
uPt (at ; θ) = 1 − at + gt

(3)

The politician receives uPt (at ; θ) for each period she is in office, and utility normalized to 0 if
she is not in office. This normalization creates a re-election incentive for the politician. As such,
the politician’s utility over two periods is given by:

uP (a; θ) =




2 − a1 − a2 + g1 + g2

if re-elected



1 − a1 + g 1

if not re-elected

(4)

The voter observes the realization of first-term public goods provision, g1 , and forms a posterior
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belief about the politician’s type, µ(g1 ). To understand the role of voter information – here, whether
or not a voter observes the public goods – in generating results, I assume that the voter observes
this signal of first-term public goods with probability p ∈ [0, 1]. While it is natural to think that
incumbents, challengers, or civil society would publicize performance signals, the information and
accountability literature generally assumes some some barrier to diffusion of this information, for
instance, a lack of local media (Ferraz and Finan, 2008; Larreguy, Marshall, and Snyder Jr., 2020).
The assumption of exogenous revelation solely maintains that these diffusion technologies are not
manipulated by politicians in the short-run. Further, treating p as exogenous is consistent with the
theoretical treatment of information revelation in experiments on information and accountability
(Izzo, Dewan, and Wolton, 2019). In this paper, setting p = 0 allows for characterization of
equilibria where voters are (completely) uninformed (see anecdotes throughout Dunning et al.,
2019). As such, varying p allows for examination of the effect of increasing voter information, and
ostensibly accountability pressures.
The voter values consumption of the public good, whether or not they observe it. This implies
that the voter cares about a politician’s competence to the extent that competent politicians produce
more public goods (in expectation). The voter’s utility is thus given by expected public goods
provision in the second period and a valence shock for the incumbent, parameterized as φ ∼
U [−b, b], where b > q. The voter votes, v ∈ {i, c}, to re-elect the incumbent (i) or elect the
challenger (c). If elected, a challenger acts as a first-period incumbent. For that reason, I index
second-period actions by i and c, respectively. The voter’s second period expected utility from the
a vote for incumbent or a vote for a challenger (c), can be expressed:

E[uV2 (i)] = E[g2i |µ] + φ

(5)

E[uV2 (c)] = E[g2c |π]

(6)

I assume that if the challenger wins, she acts as a first-term incumbent. Thus, in evaluating E[g2i |µ]
and E[g2c |π], the voter considers differences in expected politician competence and differences in
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allocation behavior that depend on a politician’s term.
1.1

Sequence and Equilibrium Concept

The game proceeds according to the sequence:
1. Nature determines θ, the incumbent’s competence. Only the incumbent and bureaucrat observe θ.
2. The incumbent allocates a1 to the public good.
3. The bureaucrat exerts effort e1 to produce the first-term public good, g1 .
4. With probability p, the voter observes g1 and forms a posterior belief about the politician’s
type, µ. The valence shock φ is revealed, and the voter chooses whether to re-elect the
incumbent or elect the challenger.
5. If the incumbent was re-elected, she allocates ai2 to the public good. Otherwise, the challenger allocates ac2 to the public good.
6. If the incumbent was re-elected, the bureaucrat exerts effort ei2 to produce the public good
g2i . Otherwise, the bureaucrat exerts effort ec2 to produce the public good g2c .
I characterize the Perfect Bayesian Equilibria (PBE) of the game. The incumbent’s allocation
decision is the choice a1 ∈ {0, 1}. The bureaucrat’s effort allocation is e1 ∈ R+ . Public goods
production, g1 : {0, 1} × R+ → {0, q}, maps the budget allocation and bureaucratic effort into
a public goods output observed by all players. Voters update beliefs on the observation of public
goods µ : {0, q} → [0, 1] and the voter’s voting strategy is a mapping v : {0, q} × [0, 1] →
{i, c}. The second period incumbent’s allocation strategy is a mapping ai2 : {0, q} × [0, 1] ×
{i, c} → {0, 1}. Finally, second period bureaucratic effort and public goods production represents
the mapping: ei2 : {0, q} × [0, 1] × {i, c} × {0, 1} → R+ and public goods provision represents the
mapping g2i : {0, q} × [0, 1] × {i, c} × {0, 1} × R+ → {0, q}. As in many signaling games, there
exist multiple equilibria in some regions of the parameter space. I invoke the intuitive criterion
9

refinement (Cho and Kreps, 1987). Under this refinement, the equilibrium characterized here is
unique.

2

Equilibrium Analysis

First, consider the bureaucrat’s equilibrium level of effort. By straightforward inspection of the
bureaucrat’s objective, it is clear that optimal effort, e∗t = θ. Clearly, the bureaucrat’s effort depends
only on the politician’s type in either period. When combined with Equation (2), this optimal effort
indicates that politician competence and bureaucratic effort are complements with respect to the
production of public goods. The assumption contrasts with the idea that politician type (quality)
and bureaucratic quality are substitutes, which is typically motivated by the observation that highquality bureaucracies tend to insulate outputs from the follies of bad politicians. Instead, the model
develops an alternate mechanism for this observed insulation focused on how bureaucratic quality
shapes a politician’s allocation.
Turning to the incumbent’s second-term allocation strategy, the politician considers the expectation second-term public goods provision, E[g2i (ai2 , ei2 )] = θqai2 . Where E[g2i (ai2 , ei2 )] ≥ 1, a
politician will invest the budget in public goods, ai2 = 1. In contrast, where E[g2i (ai2 , ei2 )] < 1, a
politician will invest nothing, ai2 = 0. The politician’s optimal second-period allocation strategy is
given by:

ai∗
2

=




1

if q ≥



0

else

1
θ

(7)

Intuitively, if the bureaucracy is of sufficiently low capacity (low q), neither type has an incentive to fund public goods when it is inefficient to do so. This implies that even a competent
politician that values public goods outputs will “take the money and run” when the state is incapable of efficiently producing public goods. On the other hand, when q is sufficiently high, both
types will fund public goods. The efficiency gains in the provision of public goods from a highquality bureaucracy thus induce both types of politician to fund public goods, insulating outputs
10

(to some extent) from incompetent politicians.
Consider the voter’s voting decision. The voter votes for the incumbent if E[uV2 (i)] > E[uV1 (c)].
Given the distribution of the valence shock, the incumbent’s probability of victory, τ (µ,a), is given
by:
1 E[g2i |µ] − E[g2c |π]
+
2
2b
i
i
1 µE[g2 (a2 , ei2 |θ = θ)] + (1 − µ)E[g2i (ai2 , ei2 |θ = θ)]
= +
−
2
2b
πE[g2c (ac2 , ec2 |θ = θ)] + (1 − π)E[g2c (ac2 , ec2 |θ = θ)]
2b

τ (µ, a) =

(8)

(9)

Turning to the voter’s beliefs and voting decision, recall that the voter observes g1 with probability p. With probability 1 − p, the voter does not observe g1 . Consider the latter case first.
Consistent with descriptive accounts, it may be the case that voters do not observe g1 due to lack
of attention to or access to media. In this case, µ = π, which follows (trivially) from Bayes’ rule.
If voters do not update, a politician’s re-election fate is independent of her first-period allocation
decision. As such, the politician maximizes her utility by adopting the same allocation strategy in
both periods, always adopting the optimal allocation strategy given by Equation 7. Thus, following
Equation 9, the probability of re-election is τ (π, a) = 21 .
In the case that voters do observe g1 , they are able to update their beliefs on the basis of observed outputs. However, at different levels of bureaucratic quality, the signal offered by the realization of public goods differs in its informativeness. Politicians choose their first period allocation
behavior on the basis of the efficiency with which a public good could be produced combined with
their anticipated prospects for re-election.
Proposition 1. Equilibrium In the unique perfect Bayesian equilibrium:
(i) If q < 1θ , both types of politicians allocate a1 = a2 = 0 to public goods.
h

2b(1−πθ)
(ii) If q ∈ 1θ , θ(2b(1−πθ)+pθ(1−π))
, a competent-type politician allocates a1 = a2 = 1 while a
incompetent-type politician allocates a1 = a2 = 0 to public goods.
h

2b(1−πθ)
(iii) If q ∈ max{ 1θ , θ(2b(1−πθ)+pθ(1−π))
}, 1θ , a competent-type politician allocates a1 = a2 = 1
11

while an incompetent-type politician allocates a1 = 1 and a2 = 0 to public goods.
(iv) If q ≥ 1θ , both types of politicians allocate a1 = a2 = 1 to public goods.
Consider the four cases in Proposition 1. In the first case, q <

1
,
θ

bureaucratic quality is

sufficiently low that investing in the provision of public goods is inefficient for either type. As a
result, no public goods are produced in the first period. If p = 1, the citizen observes no public
goods and updates, but it must be the case that µ = π, as an observation that g1 = 0 provides no
additional information about the type of politician. As such, the probability of re-election – even
with informed voters – is 21 . Optimal allocation strategies, posterior beliefs, and re-election rates
are therefore identical regardless of whether the voter observes public goods. This equilibrium is
supported by a voter’s off-path beliefs that, upon observation of a non-zero public goods output, the
voter believes the politician to be of the competent type with certainty.4 Note that the competent
type of politician has no incentive to deviate by allocating funds to public goods in the first period
because the voter has no incentive to retain a competent politician that will not allocate the budget
to public goods in the second period. This rules out any equilibrium in which the competent type
invests in public goods in only the first period.

h
2b(1−πθ)
1
In the second case, q ∈ θ , θ(2b(1−πθ)+pθ(1−π)) . In this interval, the competent type of politician
can provide public goods efficiently while the incompetent type cannot, as E[g1 |θ = θ] > 1 and
E[g1 |θ = θ] < 1. In this region, if the voter observes g1 , they learn from its realization. If they
observe g1 = q, the voter knows that the politician is a competent type, µ = 1. In contrast, upon
observing g1 = 0, the voter’s posterior is µ =

π−πθ
,
1−πθ

which implies µ < π. Combined with

Equation 9, when a voter observes public goods outputs, competent type politicians are re-elected
at a probability strictly greater than the incompetent type. In this interval, thus, accountability
improves (from the perspective of voter welfare) the selection of politicians. Importantly, this
parameter region can be empty. Many empirical studies start from an assumption of the existence
of a separating equilibrium; the theoretical analysis suggests that this assumption need not obtain.
4

Note that these off-path beliefs eliminate equilibria in which neither politician contributes to the public good in
the first period in other regions of the parameter space.
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h

2b(1−πθ)
}, 1θ , the incompetent type politician
In the third case, when q ∈ max{ 1θ , θ(2b(1−πθ)+pθ(1−π))
pools with the competent type politician in the first period, allocating her budget to the public good,
but shirks in the second period by allocating no funds to public goods. Note that this equilibrium
exists only when the voter (sometimes) observes public goods outputs. If the voter were never
to observe outputs (p = 0), it is easy to verify that this interval would be empty. When p > 0,
accountability pressures induce an incompetent incumbent to allocate funds to public goods in
the first period when she would not otherwise do so in this interval. If the voter observes that
the public good has materialized, they update their belief to µ =

πθ
πθ+(1−π)θ

good does not materialize, the voter updates their belief to µ =

π(1−θ)
π(1−θ)+(1−π)(1−θ)

> π; if the public
< π. Note

that in this case, a voter prefers any competent politician to a first-period incompetent politician
to a second-period incompetent politician. This generates two implications. First, competenttype politicians are re-elected at higher rates than incompetent-type politicians whenever p > 0.
However, because of fears that a second-period incompetent-type will shirk, this case generates an
incumbency disadvantage (Klas̆nja and Titunik, 2017).
In the final case, q ≥ 1θ , both types of politicians allocate the entire budget to public goods
in both periods, regardless of how observant the voter is (the value of p). However, it is more
likely that a competent politician induces the bureaucracy to produce the public good given her
investment. If the voter observes the public good, their posterior beliefs (under each realization of
g1 ) are identical to the previous case (with information). Consequently, the voter retains competent
type politicians at a higher rate than incompetent type politicians. As a result, the likelihood that
the second-period office holder is a competent type is higher than in the baseline case. Unlike the
previous case in which a voter is concerned about second-period shirking by the politician, in this
case she is indifferent between a first- and second-period politician, conditional on type.
Proposition 1 provides an alternative logic for empirical patterns that departs from existing
characterizations. In a large body on literature on information and accountability, a politician accrues rents from office at the expense of public goods because voters are not watching. Proposition
1 suggests that politicians that value public goods may accrue rents from office while voters watch
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because low bureaucratic quality makes investments in public goods inefficient. Voters cannot
update on the basis of observing a lack of public goods outputs and are consequently indifferent
between re-electing the incumbent or electing a challenger from the same pool of candidates. In
contrast, when bureaucratic quality and politician competence are high enough to render investment in public goods (by at least one type of politician) efficient, voters can update their beliefs by
observing public goods outputs. This updating leads to a higher likelihood of retention of competent versus incompetent types. For some parts of the parameter space, re-election concerns induce
incompetent-type politicians to make costly first-period allocations to the public good that does
would not occur in equilibrium absent accountability pressures.
2.1

Observable Politician Behavior

The model also can be extended to for settings in which when the co-production of public goods
with bureaucrats may hinder or facilitate voters’ selection of politicians (Raffler and Martin, 2019)
or the moral hazard of politicians. To isolate the role of co-production, I compare the equilibria in
Proposition 1 to those of a model in which the voter observes politician first-period allocation behavior (a1 ) instead of public goods outputs (g1 ). Voter observation of politician allocation behavior
instead of public goods outcomes removes a source of randomness – whether or not public goods
are executed by the bureaucrat.5 As such, in a separating equilibrium, the politician’s type is fully
revealed to the voter.
I characterize the Perfect Bayesian equilibrium of this game in Proposition A1. Figure 1 compares qualitative features of the resultant equilibria to those of the equilibria described in Proposition 1. Two findings are of note. First, the parameter space in which the incompetent type can be
induced to pool with the competent type in the first period weakly expands when voters observe
allocation behavior instead of outputs. In the baseline model in which voters may observe g1 , the
bureaucrat’s effort adds noise to the production of the public good. As such, the politician’s type
is not fully revealed to the voter in the instance that public goods are not realized. In contrast,
5

This treatment of information revelation is consistent with the characterization of corruption revelation treatments
in Izzo, Dewan, and Wolton (2019).
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q

1
θ

2b(1−πθ)
θ(2b(1−πθ)+pθ(1−π))

2b
θ(2b+pθ)

1
θ

VOTER OBSERVES PUBLIC GOODS (g1 )

VOTER OBSERVES ALLOCATION (a1 )

(Proposition 1)

(Proposition A1)

Both P types allocate a1 = a2 = 1.
If V observes g1 = q, µ > π.
If V observes g1 = 0, µ < π.

Both P types allocate a1 = a2 = 1.
V cannot update upon observing a1 = 1.

P type θ allocates a1 = a2 = 1.
P type θ allocates a1 = 1, a2 = 0.
If V observes g1 = q, µ > π; if g1 = 0, µ < π.
P type θ allocates a1 = a2 = 1.
P type θ allocates a1 = a2 = 0.

P type θ allocates a1 = a2 = 1.
P type θ allocates a1 = 1, a2 = 0.
V cannot update upon observing a1 = 1.

If V observes g1 = q, µ > π.
If V observes g1 = 0, µ < π.

P type θ allocates a1 = a2 = 1.
P type θ allocates a1 = a2 = 0.
If V observes g1 = 1, µ > π; if g1 = 0, µ < π.

Both P types allocate a1 = a2 = 0.
V cannot update upon observing g1 = 0.

Both P types allocate a1 = a2 = 0.
V cannot update upon observing a1 = 0.

Figure 1: Comparison of equilibria of game where citizens observe public goods (g1 ), the baseline
model, and the game where citizens observe politician allocations directly (a1 ). Note that the size
of equilibrium regions is arbitrary. Bureaucratic quality, q, is increasing along the y axis.
in the model in which voters may directly observe a politician’s allocation, the voter learns the
politician’s type with certainty. This increase in voter learning creates stronger incentives for this
first-period pooling.
Second, comparison of the two models reveals that bureaucratic co-production of public goods
can weaken or enhance the voters’ ability to select competent politicians. Consistent with Raffler
and Martin (2019), in a separating equilibrium in which competent and incompetent types make
different allocations in the first period, the noise in the mapping from a politician’s allocation
to the public goods output reduces a voter’s ability to select competent types upon observation of
outputs as opposed to allocations. However, in direct contrast to the argument in Raffler and Martin
(2019), in any equilibrium in which both types of politicians allocate funds to public goods in the
first period, complementarities between politician competence and bureaucratic effort imply that
voters can select better politicians when they observe outputs than when they observe politician
actions directly. This implies that for these regions of the parameter space, voters are better off
observing outputs rather than politician actions.
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3

Revisiting Studies of Accountability in Brazil

I present empirical evidence in support of this theory of accountability relations between voters
and politicians using empirical evidence from municipal governance in Brazil. To contextualize
these findings, I extend the findings of a number of recent studies on information provision, voter
updating, and mayoral corruption. The choice of Brazil allows me to leverage a new measure of
bureaucratic quality to connect findings in a rich existing literature.
The parameter emphasized throughout the paper, bureaucratic quality, occupies a similarly
salient role in the analysis. I provide original measurement of bureaucratic quality at the municipal
level. However I do not manipulate bureaucratic quality, nor do I identify a research design which
generates plausibly exogenous variation in this variable. Indeed, historical evidence and existing
theories of bureaucratic reform emphasize the rarity of such moments in addition to the strategic
and dynamic nature of reform (generally described in terms of civil service adoption) (Geddes,
1994; Ting et al., 2012; Huber and Ting, 2020). As such, I rely on observational variation in
bureaucratic quality in a series of analyses intended to test several implications of the theory.
3.1

Measuring Bureaucratic Quality

As the theory clarifies, bureaucratic quality (q) is distinct from bureaucratic effort (e) and public
goods outputs (g). As such, a measure of bureaucratic quality must abstract from these features.
I thus operationalize quality as a measure of human capital of individuals employed in municipal administration. I rely on Brazil’s Basic Municipal Information Survey (MUNIC) to measure
characteristics of employment in (direct) municipal administration. This survey, implemented by
the Instituto Brasiliero de Geografia e Estadística, requires muncipalities to report counts of public
employees working in direct municipal administration, disaggregated according to several categories including education and contract type. Given that the raw data consists of counts of public
employees, the level of cross-sectional aggregation is the municipality.
I operationalize bureaucratic quality as the average education level of bureaucrats working in
municipal administration. The measure of bureaucratic quality capture features of a representa-
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tive (average) public employee. I abstract from measures of the number of public employees per
capita for two reasons. First, per-capita measures of municipal employment do not account for
efficiencies of scale: running a fixed set of programs requires more employees per capita in small
municipalities. Second, classic descriptions of patronage in Latin America include accounts of
low-wage workers filling out the ranks of public employment (Calvo and Murillo, 2004; Grindle,
2012). This is generally believed to deter bureaucratic quality.
In treating bureaucratic education as a measure of quality, several legal, economic, and political
considerations are warranted. Legally, municipal employees in direct administration should be
hired with civil service provisions, though empirically adherence varies substantially, with many
municipalities relying heavily on contractors. Variation in hiring practices is substantial across
municipal governments, which accords with the wide observed variation in bureaucratic quality
(e.g., Toral, 2019).
Average bureaucratic education clearly is driven, in part, by local labor market conditions.
The scope of heterogeneity across Brazilian labor markets is likewise impressive. I account for
regional variation using state fixed effects. I also use flexible covariate specifications to adjust
for municipal population, average municipal education (years of education), formality (percent of
workers working in the formal sector), and per-capita GDP. All of these features correlate with the
measure of bureaucratic quality (see Figure A3). However, they (collectively) account for less than
20% of the variation in bureaucratic quality, indicating that this variation is not simply a function
of variation in local labor markets (see Figure A4).
Analysis of persistence of this measure of bureaucratic education within municipalities over
five waves of MUNIC (2005, 2008, 2011, 2014, and 2018) accords with some qualitative assumptions of the model. While quality is secularly increasing over time across the sample of (Figure
A2), within municipalities bureaucratic quality is sticky. The autocorrelation of bureaucratic quality between waves of the survey is 0.57, in approximately triennial surveys (Table A2). I further
show that such persistence obtains across the constituent education categories. In the model, q is
treated as exogenous and the politician does not alter bureaucratic quality. The data is consistent
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with this assumption. Table A3 reports the results of first-difference models that regress changes
in bureaucratic quality (from consecutive waves of MUNIC) on indicators measuring a change in
mayor and change in the mayor’s party in an intervening election. I find no consistent evidence that
changes in mayor or mayor’s party yield differential shifts in average bureaucratic quality: point
estimates are near-zero and precisely estimated. Further evidence from visualization of the ECDF
of changes in bureaucratic quality shows no evidence of differential changes in variance (Figure
A5). This is consistent with the model’s assumption that bureaucratic quality is, at best, fixed (or
slow-moving).
Finally, given the importance of distinguishing the implications of the present theory of bureaucratic quality and accountability from theories premised on a lack of voter information, I examine
the association between bureaucratic quality and local media presence in Figure A6 and Table A4.
In the Brazilian municipal context, the presence of community radio is argued to be the most important form of media for diffusing local news (Ferraz and Finan, 2008; Boas and Hidalgo, 2011;
Varjão, 2019). I show that while raw measures of bureaucratic quality and radio station presence
are positively correlated, conditional on the local labor market covariates and state fixed effects,
the conditional association between bureaucratic quality and radio presence is estimated to be a
precise zero. Further, I utilize radio presence as an additional covariate to allay possible concerns.
3.2

Measuring Politician Allocations

In this analysis, I measure politicians’ allocations to rents, 1 − a, relying on the results of federal
audits of municipal governments. Such audits have gained prominence across Latin America in
the last two decades and have been used to measure corruption in academic literature (Ferraz and
Finan, 2008; Chong et al., 2015). In Brazil, the audits I use to measure allocations are conducted
by the federal Controladoria-Geral da União (CGU), through a municipal auditing program inaugurated in 2003. Because municipalities in Brazil receive the majority of their budgets from the
federal government, such audits cover sizable shares of municipal budgets.6 Audits consist of vis6

Among the sample of municipalities audited in the first rounds of randomized audits, audits covered 60% of local
budgets.
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its by a team of federal officials to municipalities to oversee allocation and disbursement of funds
and observe outputs. They report their findings in reports which are disseminated by local media
(Ferraz and Finan, 2008).
Brazil’s audits are oft-studied as a natural experiment because the federal government randomly
selects municipalities by lottery. While this random assignment has facilitated studies of the effects
of audits (i.e., Ferraz and Finan, 2008; Avis, Ferraz, and Finan, 2018), from the perspective of this
paper, it primarily ensures random sampling of municipalities. This sampling ensures support
across all levels of bureaucratic quality.7 Support across the distribution of bureaucratic quality is
essential to making inferences about the theory proposed by this paper, as I describe in more detail
below.
A final consideration about the use of audit data to measure allocations considers whether audits measure the actions of politicians, here, mayors, or the municipal administration generally.
I follow existing studies of accountability in attributing corrupt or malfeasant spending to mayors. This is precisely the inference that experimental studies of accountability ask voters to make
(Boas, Hidalgo, and Melo, 2019; Chong et al., 2015; Arias et al., 2019). In Brazilian municipalities, executives are responsible for proposing a budget and, alongside the city council, monitoring
its execution (Gonçalves, 2013). It is not surprising, therefore, that opposition to audits in the form
of lawsuits have come from elected politicians, not other municipal officials (Seabra, 2018). Furthermore, studies of the effects of audits find few consequences for bureaucrats, at least in terms
of retention (Ferrali and Kim, 2019).
3.3

Measuring Voter Updating and Behavior

Finally, I measure voter updating and voting behavior in response to provision of information about
politician allocation behavior. The study of information revelation and voter updating has spawned
a large body of recent survey experiments and experiments (for a list of these studies, see Incerti,
2019; Dunning et al., 2019; Bhandari, Larreguy, and Marshall, 2019). I extend a survey experiment
7

For the purposes of this paper, the ideal auditing selection would randomly sample at higher rates from the tails
of the distribution of bureaucratic quality to increase statistical power.
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fielded in Brazil as reported in Weitz-Shapiro and Winters (2016) and Winters and Weitz-Shapiro
(2016) to measure how voter responses to evidence of politician corruption/lack of corruption vary
in bureaucratic quality. This allows for the cleanest test of the voter updating mechanism in isolation, separated from the effect of a politician’s (strategic) allocation behavior or baseline voter
information. It is important to emphasize that the manipulation to voter information, parameterized by p in the model, means that voters observe politician allocations (more specifically, corrupt
spending), not public goods. By design, the hypothetical mayor did not allocate funds in anticipation of this revelation. As such, this test represents a partial equilibrium test of the model I
advance.
To study voter behavior, I consider the phenomenon of incumbency disavantage. Klas̆nja and
Titunik (2017) find evidence of an incumbency disadvantage for Brazilian mayors’ parties. Using
an electoral regression discontinuity design, they find that barely elected mayors’ parties are less
likely to win the subsequent election than barely defeated parties. My model suggests that we
should only observe this incumbency disadvantage in the region of bureaucratic quality in which
the incumbent shirks in the second term but not the first. This equilibrium emerges only at intermediate levels of bureaucratic quality. I extend the analysis of Klas̆nja and Titunik (2017) to examine
heterogeneity in the local average treatment effect (LATE) of incumbency on (re)-election as a
function of bureaucratic quality. This evidence allows me to investigate whether voters re-elect
incumbents at rates consistent with theoretical predictions.
3.4

Mapping Theory and Research Design

Empirically, I focus on the beliefs and actions of two actors in the model: the politician and
the voter, examining four predictions of the model. In assessing the plausibility of this model, I
compare it to two less general cases which, I contend, capture arguments in the existing empirical
literature:
1. No bureaucratic co-production: Assume that θ = 0 and θ = 1.8 This eliminates both pooling
8

Note that this model falls outside parametric restrictions imposed on θ and θ in the model, so this is not precisely
a “case” of the general model.
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equilibria and ensures that public goods production is independent of bureaucratic quality.
If voters observe public goods, g1 , the incumbent’s type is revealed. Per Fearon (1999), this
is a model of pure selection.
2. No electoral accountability: Assume that p = 0. The voter does not observe a signal and
thus does not update. This breaks the link between first-period allocations and electoral
fortunes, implying that any politician that could be induced to allocate first-period funds to
public goods in order to improve her electoral prospects if voters were informed would not
do so.
The first case is obviously rather narrow. It refers to a distributive setting in which voters aim to
select politicians who will not appropriate rents. This is certainly far from the only voter objective
in theories of selection. However, it is consistent with the motivation of many studies based in lowand middle-income democracies including the studies from Brazil that I extend. Note further that
cases #1 and #2 are not mutually exclusive. Indeed, the arguments in which bureaucrats are absent
often coincide with findings of limited accountability.
To adjudicate the general (“unrestricted”) case of the model from these alternatives, I motivate
four reduced-form tests in Table 1. The tests I propose rely on the observable implications of
the equilibria that emerge at different levels of bureaucratic quality. This presents a challenge
because we do not know the true mapping between q and the empirical measure of bureaucratic
quality. For example, it is possible that all municipalities have sufficiently uniform bureaucratic
quality to ensure that all municipalities fall into one of the equilibria identified in Proposition 1.
The inferences from the proposed tests rely upon variation in the underlying equilibria. To this
end, I adopt three complementary approaches to interpretation of the data. First, description of the
data and reading of the existing literature provides some guidance on what is plausible. Second,
I leverage insights across the tests described in Table 1. Because these data come from different
sources, qualitative consistency across tests is, in principle, more challenging to achieve and also
more informative. Finally and most practically, I am careful to model bureaucratic quality flexibly
in regression specifications given the possibility of non-linearities suggested by the model.
21
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Incumbency
disadvantage
does not emerge.

4 Incumbency disadvantage does not
emerge at low or high levels of bureaucratic quality (q).

Incumbency
disadvantage
does not emerge.

Voters do not update (µ = π)
in response to a signal of a
clean politician at any levels
of bureaucratic quality.∗

There is no difference in allocation to rents between first
and second terms.

–

No voter information
p=0

experWeitz(2016)
Weitz-

Extension of Klas̆nja and
Titunik (2017).

Extension of survey
iment reported in
Shapiro and Winters
and Winters and
Shapiro (2016).

Extension of (Ferraz and Finan, 2011).

Original analysis using measure of rents from Avis, Ferraz, and Finan (2018).

E MPIRICAL TEST

Table 1: Theoretical implications of the model (the “unrestricted” model) relative to the two cases thereof. Note that – indicates that the
case does not make predictions that differ from the unrestricted model. ∗ For the “no voter information” model, the interpretation in the
text is that voters do not observe the signal; the prediction in the cell represents a slightly different interpretation that yields the same
equilibrium. Formal motivation of these predictions is included in the Appendix.

Voters update positively (µ >
π) in response to a signal that
a politician allocated no funds
to rents at any level of bureaucratic quality.

Politicians allocate more to
rents in their first term than in
their second term. This difference is independent of bureaucratic quality.

3 At high levels of bureaucratic quality, a voter’s posterior belief (µ) is
equivalent to her prior (π) upon receiving a signal that a politician allocated no funds to rents (a = 1).

2 Politicians allocate more to rents in
their second term (t = 2) than their
first term (t = 1). This difference is
attenuated to zero at low and high
levels of bureaucratic quality.

1 Politician allocations to rents (1 − Allocations to rents are indea) weakly decrease in bureaucratic pendent of bureaucratic qualquality (q).
ity (q).

“Unrestricted” model
p > 0, 0 < θ < θ < 1

T ESTABLE I MPLICATIONS
No bureaucratic co-production
θ = 0, θ = 1

3.5

Estimation

Table 1 suggests three implications of the theory that I proceed to test. In the first test, I examine the
association between politician allocations to rents (corruption) and municipal bureaucratic quality.
To examine this relationship, I estimate an OLS regression of the form:

Ymsl = β0 + β1 Qm + γ s + λl + δXm + msl

(10)

where Ymsl is the proportion of audited funds allocated to rents in municipality m in state s,
as measured in lottery round l. Qm is the measure of municipal bureaucratic quality and β1 is
the coefficient of interest. γ s is a vector of state fixed effects and λl is a vector of lottery round
fixed effects. X m is a matrix of decile indicators for each of four municipal-level covariates:
population, average education, formality rate, and GDP per capita. The unrestricted model implies
that β1 < 0: corruption declines in bureaucratic quality. I also estimate this specification with
tercile and quartile bins of Qm given the potential for non-linearity suggested by the model.
Second, I examine whether term differences in the allocation of rents varies in bureaucratic
quality. I test this prediction by estimating an OLS regression of the form:

Ymsl = β0 + β1 Qm + β2 Second termm + β3 Qm Second termm + γ s + λl + δXm + msl

(11)

where Ymsl is the share of audited funds allocated to rents in municipality m in state s, as measured
in lottery round l. Qm is the measure of municipal bureaucratic quality and Second termm captures
whether the politician is in her second term in the 2001-2004 term (when the audits occurred).
Bureaucratic quality, Qm , is modeled linearly and in quantile bins in different specifications. γ s
is a vector of state fixed effects and λl is a vector of lottery round fixed effects. X m includes the
same set of flexible controls for local labor markets. The quantity of interest is βb1 + βb3 Qm , the
marginal effect of being a second term mayor, at a given level of bureaucratic quality. I also use
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an analogous regression discontinuity design to decompose selection from shirking effects, which
I describe at greater length in Appendix A4.
Third, using survey experimental data, I estimate how the magnitude of voter updating in response to revelation of a clean mayor varies in bureaucratic quality. Given relevant arms of the
experimental design of Winters and Weitz-Shapiro (2016), I estimate conditional average treatment effects (CATEs) of the clean and corrupt signals on updating, using OLS regressions of the
form:
Yims =β0 + β1 + β2 Clean signali + β3 Clean signali Qm +

(12)

β4 Corrupt signali + β5 Corrupt signali Qm + γ s + θX m + ims
where Yims is the survey response of individual i in municipality θ in state s. The signal indicators
measure the two treatment arms in the survey experiment. I cluster standard errors at the level at
which Qm is measured: the municipality. The estimator of the relevant CATE is βb2 + βb3 Qm , which
measures updating on the clean signal at different levels of bureaucratic quality. As in all models,
I also consider binned quantile indicators of the bureaucratic quality measure.
Finally, I examine rates of incumbency disadvantage to see whether voters vote in a manner
consistent with theoretical predictions. Following Klas̆nja and Titunik (2017), I adopt a close
elections regression discontinuity (RD) design. I extend their analysis by estimating the local
average treatment effect of incumbency at different levels of bureaucratic quality. Specifically, I
estimate:

τq = lim E[Ym |Qm = q] − lim E[Ym |Qm = q]
x↓c

x↑c

(13)

at different measured levels of bureaucratic quality, q. I use the robust, bias-corrected Calonico,
Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014) regression discontinuity estimator, fit separately on each (quantile)
bin of bureaucratic quality. I maintain the optimal bandwidth from the pooled sample for each
subset. The “unconditional” regression discontinuity estimand presented in Klas̆nja and Titunik
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(2017) can be decomposed into a candidate or party’s decision on whether to contest election t + 1
and citizens’ votes given the choices on the ballot. To this end, I present unconditional LATE
estimates in addition to the LATE on party election contestation and a post-treatment estimand
that examines vote choice conditional on running. While the latter estimand is not a causal estimand, it enables us to better examine voter (as opposed to candidate) behavior. I formalize the
decomposition of the uncoditional LATE and motivate these estimands in Appendix A6.1.

4

Results

I present four findings that parallel the implications of the model elaborated in Table 1 to assess
the plausibility of the theoretical model of accountability that I advance.
4.1

Politician Allocations to Rents Decrease in Bureaucratic Quality

In a first observational test of the theory, I examine the relationship between bureaucratic quality
and funds diverted to rents, as measured by municipal audits in 2003. Table 2, Column 1, presents
the bivariate regression of the share of funds allocated to rents (1 − a) to rents on the bureaucratic
quality measure. A one standard deviation increase in bureaucratic quality (context) reduces rents
by 1.4 percentage points or 22.5% of the sample mean. The conditional association of bureaucratic
quality and mayors’ allocations to rents remains substantively similar when including covariates.
Given the right-skewed distribution of the share of corrupt spending, I also look at the logged outcome, with substantively similar findings in Columns 4-6. Consistent with the model, more flexible
specifications of bureaucratic quality in Panels B and C reveal no evidence of non-monotonicity in
this relationship. Corrupt spending is concentrated in the lowest quantiles of bureaucratic quality.
On average, 7.3% of federal funds in the lowest tercile of municipalities and 7.5% of such funds
in the lowest quartile of municipalities are spent in a corrupt manner. These rates drop in higher
quantiles of bureaucratic quality.
Further, Figure 2 plots the density of the corruption (rents) outcome which suggests that the
modal politician allocates was not detected to divert any of the audited federal funds. Indeed, the
median politician only allocates 1.9% of these funds to rents. This is consistent with a setting with
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Share of corrupt spending
Log(Share of corrupt spending + 1)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
A. L INEAR BUREAUCRATIC QUALITY MEASURE (Z- SCORE )
Bureaucratic quality
-0.014∗∗ -0.014∗∗ -0.017∗∗ -0.012∗∗ -0.012∗∗
-0.014∗∗
(0.006)
(0.006)
(0.007)
(0.005)
(0.005)
(0.006)
B. B UREAUCRATIC QUALITY MEASURE TERCILES ( RELATIVE TO FIRST TERCILE )
Bureaucratic Quality, Tercile 2
-0.009
-0.009
-0.009
-0.007
-0.007
-0.007
(0.012)
(0.012)
(0.012)
(0.010)
(0.010)
(0.010)
Bureaucratic Quality, Tercile 3
-0.027∗∗
-0.026∗
-0.036∗∗ -0.023∗∗
-0.022∗
-0.029∗∗
(0.012)
(0.014)
(0.018)
(0.010)
(0.011)
(0.014)
B. B UREAUCRATIC QUALITY MEASURE QUARTILE ( RELATIVE TO FIRST QUARTILE )
Bureaucratic Quality, Quartile 2
-0.009
-0.003
-0.002
-0.006
-0.001
0.000
(0.015)
(0.015)
(0.015)
(0.012)
(0.013)
(0.012)
Bureaucratic Quality, Quartile 3
-0.019
-0.021
-0.029∗
-0.015
-0.018
-0.024∗
(0.015)
(0.014)
(0.015)
(0.012)
(0.012)
(0.013)
∗∗
∗
∗∗
∗∗
∗
Bureaucratic Quality, Quartile 4 -0.029
-0.030
-0.042
-0.025
-0.025
-0.034∗∗
(0.014)
(0.016)
(0.021)
(0.012)
(0.013)
(0.017)
State FE
X
X
X
X
Lottery FE
X
X
X
X
Demographic controls
X
X
Community indicator
X
X
Outcome Range
[0,0.794] [0,0.794] [0,0.794] [0,0.584] [0,0.584]
[0,0.584]
Outcome Mean
0.062
0.062
0.062
0.056
0.056
0.056
Outcome Std. Dev.
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.085
0.085
0.085
Num. obs.
448
448
448
448
448
448
∗∗∗ p

< 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1

Table 2: Association between bureaucratic quality, q, and allocations to public goods, a. Funds
diverted from public goods are measured as the share of corrupt spending, as defined by Avis,
Ferraz, and Finan (2018). Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Share of audited funds allocated to corruption

Figure 2: Distribution of the measure of rents: corrupt spending as a share of total audited federal
funds. The navy dashed line gives the median and the red dotted line gives the mean.
circumscribed corruption. Per the model, this circumscription occurs when bureaucratic quality
is high enough to induce at least one type of politician to invest in public goods (the separating
equilibria or the pooling equilibrium where both types invest). I return to this observation in the
subsequent analyses.
The finding that rent extraction declines in bureaucratic quality is consistent consistent with the
general model advanced here, regardless of whether voters observe signals of an incumbent’s performance. It is inconsistent with the special case of the model in which bureaucratic co-production
of public goods is absent.
4.2

Second-Term Shirking Disappears as Bureaucratic Quality Increases

Recall that in the model, the separating equilibrium in which politicians allocate money to public
goods in the first period but not the second emerges under two conditions. First, intermediate bureaucratic quality makes public goods production by the incompetent type of politician inefficient
while public goods production is efficient for the competent type. Second, voters are likely enough
to observe the signal that costly diversion of funds to public goods in the first term can improve reelection prospects. Ferraz and Finan (2011) establish that corruption is, on average, higher among
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Marginal effect of term on politician's
allocation to rents
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Bureaucratic quality (Z−score)

Lowest
[−5.99, −0.33)

Middle
[−0.33, 0.35)

Highest
[0.35, 2.94]

Bureaucratic quality tercile

Lowest
Second
Third
Highest
[−5.99, −0.52)[−0.52, 0.02) [0.02, 0.549) [0.549, 2.94]

Bureaucratic quality quartile

Figure 3: The marginal effect of a second-term politician versus a first-term politician on proportion of audited funds allocated to rents. 90% and 95% confidence intervals constructed on
heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors.
second-term mayors than first-term mayors. This contrasts directly with the predictions of the
model without bureaucratic co-production, in which differences in allocations by term are driven
only by positive selection in the re-election of mayors. I further examine how this difference between (term-limited) second term and (non-term limited) first term mayors varies in bureaucratic
quality. Figure 3 shows that second-term shirking – or diversion of funds from public goods –
manifests strongly in municipalities with low bureaucratic quality. However, this difference by
term disappears as bureaucratic quality increases.
This finding is consistent with the suggestion that the lowest observed levels of bureaucratic
quality correspond to the separating equilibrium and higher levels of bureaucratic quality correspond to the pooling equilibrium with public goods allocations from both types. Most importantly,
under the model advanced here, the finding of any difference between first- and second-term mayors suggests that politicians anticipate that voters could learn about their actions (or outcomes).
This provides evidence against the case of “no accountability” (p = 0). The result in Ferraz and
Finan (2011) is sufficient for this conclusion. The finding that this difference varies predictably in
bureaucratic quality provides evidence to bolster the plausibility of this model of accountability.
Serving as a first- versus second-term mayor is clearly not randomly assigned. One may be
tempted to rely on a regression discontinuity (RD) design to identify the conditional (local) ATE
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of term.9 Under the present model, however, an RD cannot identify the effect of term alone since
second term mayors are also more likely to be of high competence than first-term mayors in the
posited parameter space (consistent with the critique in Marshall, 2019). Yet, under the valence
assumptions in the voting model, an RD-like estimator that narrows the bandwidth to close races
provides a way to decompose term from politician type. By reducing the sample to close races
(setting a small bandwidth on the RD), the share of incompetent types in the pool of second term
incumbents should increase and we would expect more shirking on average (a larger difference
between the first and second terms). By varying the bandwidth in Figure A8, I show that this
prediction is indeed borne out in the analysis. Consistent with the model’s predictions, in samples where incompetent types theoretically represent a larger share of second-term mayors (close
elections), second period shirking is more pronounced.
This test and these results provide evidence against an alternative (unmodeled) account in
which bureaucrats exert substantial power over politicians. In this alternate account, high-quality
bureaucrats prevent politicians from engaging in corruption whereas weaker, lower-quality bureaucrats do not. If bureaucrats were indeed constraining the politician’s allocations in this way,
we should not observe second-term shirking. This finding therefore provides against accounts in
which bureaucrats are unilaterally driving both allocation decisions and policy outcomes.
4.3

Voters Do Not Update in Response to Revelation of “Clean” Politicians when Bureaucratic Quality is High

I extend a survey experiment to study voter updating in response to politician performance information at different levels of bureaucratic quality. In recent years, scholars have questioned the
correspondence between voter (respondent) responses to information in survey experiments as opposed to field settings (Boas, Hidalgo, and Melo, 2019; Incerti, 2019). I contend that the two
measure two measure beliefs and actions, respectively. Per the model, the two need not accord.
I use the survey experiment to test whether voters update beliefs in a manner consistent with the
9

Note that the difference in conditional LATEs would still not be causally identified without manipulation of
bureaucratic quality.
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theory. Replication and extension of the survey experiment fielded in 2013 and elaborated by
Weitz-Shapiro and Winters (2016) and Winters and Weitz-Shapiro (2016) thus affords a clean test
of the updating mechanism in isolation.
The survey experiment provides respondents with a common vignette about a first-term mayor
of a “different city” seeking re-election. A control condition provides no information about municipal audit outcomes. Additional text conveying a “clean” treatment condition indicates that the
mayor was found to not have awarded bribes for city contracts. The “corrupt” treatment condition
conveys that the mayor engaged in such bribery. Importantly, these three arms allow to test how
citizens update in response to a signal of no allocation to rents (the “clean” condition) versus a
signal of allocation to rents (the “corrupt” condition).10 I measure the respondents’ prior beliefs
about the vignette via the control condition. I measure beliefs on a seven-point Likert scale.11
Importantly, the survey experiment was conducted with a nationally-representative survey in
140 municipalities. Because random selection of municipalities was weighted by population, the
sample skews slightly toward higher levels of bureaucratic quality, though it maintains support over
the distribution of quality, as shown in Figure A9.12 I estimate conditional average treatment effects
(CATEs), by bureaucratic quality, as a measure of updating. The primary prediction of the model
that I test holds that at high levels of bureaucratic quality, where competent and incompetent pool
and allocate funds to public goods in a first term, voters should not update on the basis of a “clean”
signal. The model does not offer predictions for the “corrupt” signal across the parameter space.
At high levels of bureaucratic quality, diversion of funds from public goods is off the equilibrium
path. The corrupt treatment condition thus allows for validation of the off-path belief assumptions
in the PBE.
Figure 4 supports the model’s prediction that voters update on the basis of a clean signal only
10
Boas, Hidalgo, and Melo (2019) replicate this survey experiment using nearly identical prompts in the state of
Pernambuco during the 2016 municipal elections. However, the survey experimental portion of their study does not
include a “clean” treatment condition, so I cannot test this implication in the context of their data.
11
All findings are substantively similar when using Weitz-Shapiro and Winter’s 2016 preferred “vote intention”
outcome, as reported in Figure A11. For the purposes of this analysis of updating, I seek a more direct measure of
beliefs.
12
Because the survey was fielded in 2013, I use the 2011 levels of bureaucratic quality as the moderator of interest.
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Figure 4: The left panel plots the raw data fitted by Loess for each treatment condition. The
right panel estimates the CATEs of both “clean” and “corrupt” signals at different quantiles of
bureaucratic quality. All CATEs are estimated from OLS regression models with the labor market
covariates. Thick and thin lines represent 90% and 95% confidence intervals. Standard errors are
clustered at the municipality, the level of aggregation at which bureaucratic quality moderator is
measured.
at moderate levels of bureaucratic quality. In higher quantiles of bureaucratic quality, respondents’
“average” prior (control) and posterior beliefs upon revelation of a clean mayor are not distinguishable.13 Inspection of the data casts doubt on some alternative explanations. First, while the
prior belief increases in bureaucratic quality, there is no evidence of a ceiling effect on the CATE,
even high levels of bureaucratic quality, per the left panel of Figure 4. Across quantiles, there is
“room” to observe positive updating on the basis of a clean signal. Second, while demand effects
may be of concern with respect to voter updating about corruption, it is harder to explain why
demand effects for the clean treatment would diminish with municipal bureaucratic quality. Finally, in this analysis, confounding is a concern with regard to the difference in CATEs at different
levels of bureaucratic quality. However, this is not the relevant test of the theory; the CATEs are
13

The finding of substantial updating on politician in low quantiles is distinct from the null ATE across the sample
that is reported in Winters and Weitz-Shapiro (2016).
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causally identified by the experimental research design (under standard assumptions). Thus, the
relevant concern is that another feature that drives bureaucratic quality drives similar patterns of
differential updating.
The strong treatment effects on corruption in lower quantiles of the distribution of bureaucratic
quality are consistent with predictions of a separating equilibrium. At higher level of bureaucratic
quality, the signal provided to voters is “off path” – such voters would not observe a signal about
the politician’s action in equilibrium. The negative updating observed in Figure 4 is consistent with
the assumption that such a signal is generated by the incompetent type, though note that this tests
an assumption rather than a result of the model.
I do not detect variation in these patterns of updating by individual respondent characteristics.
In particular, these patterns do not vary detectably in citizen education or political knowledge on
factual questions, as defined by Winters and Weitz-Shapiro (2016) (Figure A12). This helps to
allay concerns that differential patterns of updating are require sufficient political sophistication
or are driven by variation in the educational composition of the electorate that covariates with
bureaucratic quality.
In sum, extension of the survey experiment provides evidence that citizens (voters) respond to
information by updating their beliefs in a manner consistent with the theory. Specifically, “good
news” of a clean politician record only leads to updating when competent and incompetent types
are predicted to take different actions. This suggests that voters internalize expectations about
politician behavior and respond to information in light of these expectations. Per the model, differences in expectations are driven by bureaucratic quality.
4.4

Incumbency Disadvantage and Equilibrium Voter Behavior

I consider incumbency disadvantage as an equilibrium implication of the model. Incumbency
disadvantage emerges when incompetent-type incumbents allocate funds to public goods in the
first period but shirk in the second period. For this reason, voters prefer a first-term incumbent of
either type to a second-term incompetent type and vote to re-elect at lower rates. Recall that this
effect emerges only if voters observe first period public goods provision (with positive probability).
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If this did not occur, a first-period incompetent incumbent could not be induced to pool with the
competent type by allocating the budget to public goods.
I report the results on incumbency disadvantage at different levels of bureaucratic quality in
Figure 5. The left-most panels in each row of plots present estimates of the unconditional incumbency disadvantage reported in Klas̆nja and Titunik (2017). Two observations are of note.
Inconsistent with the “no voter information” and “no bureaucratic co-production models” cases of
the model, we observe incumbency disadvantage in all subgroups, as evidenced by the negative and
statistically significant LATE estimates. The findings in the previous tests suggests that we should
expect incumbency disadvantage to emerge only at low levels of bureaucratic quality in the present
sample. While the point estimate is largest in magnitude in this sample, the differences are only
marginally statistically significant.14 Perhpas more concerning, larger incumbency disadvantage
emerges at low and high levels of bureaucratic quality (in sample).
The decomposition of the unconditional LATE into the LATE on parties contesting election
t+1 and the post-treatment estimands help to consider this tension with the model predictions. The
plots in the second column of both panels examine the LATE of incumbency on a party’s decision
to contest the mayorship in election t + 1. For low levels of bureaucratic quality (in sample), we
observe no difference in rates of contesting office in t + 1 as a function of incumbency status.
These LATEs are both substantially attenuated and statistically distinguishable from the respective
unconditional LATEs. In contrast, however for high levels of bureaucratic quality, incumbents ran
at lower rates than marginal challengers. This effect is substantively large – 12.5 percentage points
for the tercile measure and 15.1 percentage points for the quartile measure – both of which are
statistically indistinguishable from the relevant unconditional LATE estimate in Column 1. This
selection into candidacy is outside the scope of my model, but useful for interpreting incumbency
disadvantage estimates.
Finally, the third and fourth two columns report estimates of the post-treatment estimand
(sometimes called the conditional LATE on incumbency disadvantage). Here, the results are more
14

For the tercile measure, p < 0.07 for the tercile 1 and tercile 2 difference; for the quartile measure, p < 0.18 for
the quartile 1 and quartile 2 difference and p < 0.05 for the quartile 1 and quartile 3 difference.
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Figure 5: Incumbency disadvantage of Brazilian mayors at different levels of bureaucratic quality..
All estimates are estimated using the Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014) bias-corrected regression discontinuity estimator, with 90% (thin) and 95% (thick) confidence intervals constructed
on bias-corrected standard errors. The margin of victory outcome in the fourth column of plots is
rescaled to a [−1, 1] range.
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consistent with model predictions. Voters support incumbent candidates at lower rates at low levels of bureaucratic quality (within the sample). These differences are statistically significant at
conventional thresholds and evident when examing both vote margins and a binary indicator for
winning the election at time t + 1. Thus, conditional on voters being given the choice to vote for
an incumbent or challenger, voters support the incumbent’s bid for re-election at lower rates in
municipalities with lower bureaucratic quality.
The evidence on incumbency advantage is somewhat more ambiguous than the other tests.
Specifically, incumbency advantage arises across all levels of bureaucratic quality. Nevertheless,
the conditional incumbency advantage results suggest that when the option is available to voters,
voters vote against incumbents at higher rates in regions of bureaucratic quality consistent with
second-term politician shirking. This increases the magnitude of the incumbency disadvantage (in
both the unconditional and conditional estimands). These findings provide qualified evidence that,
in equilibrium, voter behavior aligns with the predictions of the unrestricted model.

5

Beyond Brazil

The results in the previous section provide evidence consistent with the model advanced in this
paper for the case of Brazil. To what extent can the model explain empirical patterns beyond this
context? This is an open empirical question. In general, careful operationalization and measurement of variation in bureaucratic quality is necessary to extend the empirical examination to other
contexts. While renewed efforts to measure bureaucratic quality at the national level are underway,
the study of Brazil emphasizes the need to study variation in the quality of bureaucracies overseen
by the politicians under study. Even without such data, however, the model offers some insights
for how we consider evidence from other contexts.
Specifically, the selection of sites/cases poses underappreciated limitations for how we understand accountability and its failures. Drawing from the combined efforts of Enríquez et al.
(2019) and Incerti (2019), I identify 16 experiments or natural experiments on voter information
and accountability conducted in eight countries, enumerated in Table A14. Situating these sites on
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Figure 6: Correlations between bureaucratic quality (x-axes) and corruption (y-axis, left panel) and
public service provision (y-axis, right panel). All measures are standardized to the set of democracies (defined by the Quality of Government dataset), such that all measures are z-scores. The navy
star indicates Brazil and the red stars indicate other countries in which I identify accountability
experiments/natural experiments.
(national level) macro indicators of bureaucratic quality, corruption, and public goods provision,
Figure 6 suggests that such studies have been confined to democracies with low-to-middling levels
of bureaucratic quality. Further, the motivation of some works suggests selection on features of the
equilibrium, i.e. poor public goods provision or high corruption. This is also the case within country in many studies when units (i.e., municipalities) are sampled on the basis of the informational
content of messages. Within a study, this non-random selection weakens our ability to leverage the
effects of both “good” and “bad” news in tandem to measure the characteristics of an underlying
equilibrium.
Examining eleven of these studies across all eight countries that: (i) are experimental and (ii)
provide estimates on vote choice for the incumbent subsequent to the revelation of both good and
bad news, Figure 7 depicts the relationship between national bureaucratic quality and the effects
of information provision. On average, “good news” modestly increases incumbent vote share and
“bad news” modestly reduces incumbent vote share, but only as bureaucratic quality (within sample) increases. Because all experiments are conducted in different constituencies the implication
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Figure 7: ITTs on vote choice for the incumbent or incumbent’s party in 11 experiments in 8
countries using survey and/or administrative data. The dependent variable can be interpreted as the
change in incumbent (party) vote share as a function of the revelation of incumbent performance
information. Points are jittered on the x-axis for visibility. Estimates and standard errors come
directly from estimated by these 11 studies.
here is that the separating equilibrium appears to be more common (across constituencies) at higher
levels of (national) bureaucratic quality. This finding is only suggestive and future research could
strengthen this analysis in three ways. First, future experiments should avoid building the sample
of constituencies by selecting on equilibrium outcomes (corruption or public goods provision).
Second, measurement of the quality of bureaucrats actually managed by the politicians in question
would allow up tog these dynamics much more precisely within cases. Finally, research designs
that study accountability in a parallel fashion across places that with more substantial variation in
bureaucratic quality (see Figure 6) would allow for more comprehensive tests of the theory than
are afforded by the existing estimates.15
Considering this evidence from relatively similar studies across multiple sites yields two central takeaways. First, the observational equivalencies generated by the model provide new scope
conditions on what inferences we can draw about accountability from partial equilibrium tests of
15

Figure 7 ultimately includes only eight country-level estimates of bureaucratic quality, which approximate “clusters” for the purpose of this analysis.
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information and accountability. Absent characterization of the underlying equilibrium, zero or null
results on the effects of information provision provide less evidence that voters are uninformed or
unable to update than is currently implied. Second, under the model I advance, estimates of a
common distribution of treatment effects will be attenuated toward zero when sites fall into either pooling equilibrium. This is the central finding of two influential meta-analyses (Dunning
et al., 2019; Incerti, 2019). Figure 7 provides suggestive evidence as to why such an approach may
not be able to capture the effect of information on accountability. More generally, this reasoning
motivates a need to define external validity relative to a theory (or argument), as opposed to a
point estimate. This broader conception of external validity opens new avenues for cumulation of
evidence and research design.

6

Conclusion

Recent literature on accountability remains mixed on whether a better informed electorate can improve political selection, drawing a (relatively) pessimistic conclusion that empowering voters with
information is, at best, circumscribed in its ability facilitate better governance. The accumulated
evidence tends to describe such outcomes in terms of the deleterious effects of uninformed voters
and the venality of politicians. I contend that this attribution of bad outcomes – corruption and
limited public goods provision – to a form of “bad politics” is particularly widespread in the study
of developing democracies.
The theory advanced in this paper takes a different approach to explaining similar patterns of
outcomes. Indeed, the model of electoral accountability advanced in this paper assumes that politicians uniformly value the provision of public goods. Voters are informed and rational (Bayesian).
Bureaucrats shirk, but are responsive to oversight and are not otherwise corrupt. Yet, the theory
predicts the confluence of corruption, underprovision of public goods, and voter behavior often
taken to motivate claims of circumscribed electoral accountability can emerge with informed, rational voters when bureaucratic capacity is low. Furthermore, the dissemination of politician performance metrics conveys no information in the pooling equilibria at very low and, in the case of
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information about politician performance, high levels of bureaucratic quality. Extension of multiple existing results from Brazil emphasizes the plausibility of this model, providing grounds for
extension and further testing in other contexts. Examination of treatment effects from eleven information dissemination experiments provides suggestive evidence consistent with the theory in a
wider variety of contexts.
This paper advances a broader appeal for theories that treat political actors more symmetrically
across contexts in order to generate comparative insight. To extent that the policy implications of
empirical findings depend on the underlying causal process generating outcomes, a bias toward
“bad politics” may limit the insight that we can contribute in efforts to inform policies to advance
welfare.
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